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Microphone arrays are able to recognize, profile and

locate sound-sources in noisy environments, but their

quality is determined by the quantity of microphones

[1],[2].

A higher number of microphones increases the

computational demand, making real-time response

challenging.

In this demo, we present a scalable and runtime

reconfigurable architecture able to support a variable

number of microphones and orientations in order to

provide accurate sound-source localization in real-time.

Abstract

The frequency response of the sub-arrays improves when they are combined since their frequency response are

superposed. Thanks to this superposition, the side lobe and the major peaks of the smaller inner sub-arrays (sub-

arrays 1 and 2) tend to fade out. Once all sub-arrays are combined (right figure in 3), the major side lobes are faded

out when compared to sub-array 4 standalone. Only the common peaks of the outer sub-arrays remain visible.

The study of the frequency response of the microphone array confirms that, to achieve the best frequency response,

the combination of sub-arrays to use as many microphones as possible is preferable in most of cases if there is not a

resource limitation.

Frequency Response when combining Sub-Arrays

The SoundCompass [3] is composed by 52 ADMP521

MEMS microphones [4] in a 20-cm circular printed

board (PCB). The planar microphone array geometry is

composed of four concentric sub-arrays of 4, 8, 16 and

24 MEMS microphones.

A continuous steering of the focus direction in a 360˚

sweep allows to measure the variations of the

surrounding sound field in all directions.

The distributed geometry of the MEMS microphones

allows to adapt the sensor to different sound-source

profiles. For instance, not all the 52 MEMS microphones

need to be active to detect a particular sound-source

profile. Therefore, only a few number of sub-arrays may

be active, decreasing the computational requirements

and becoming more power efficient.

Microphone Sensor Array

The beamforming technique applied in our sensor array

is a widely adopted Delay-and-Sum beamforming [5].

The Delay-and-Sum beamforming delays the output

signal of each microphone by a specific amount of time

before adding all the output signals together.

Signals coming in the same direction as the focus

direction will be amplified after the addition of all shifted

outputs.

Delay-and-Sum Beamforming

The filter chain consists of a cascade of filters to down-sample and filter each microphone signal. This stage consists

of a 2nd order decimator CIC filter, a low-pass compensation FIR filter and a running average block.

Our design supports up to 52 filter chain blocks working in parallel, but their number is defined by the number of active

microphones. The unnecessary filter chain blocks are just disabled.

The beamforming stage depends on the number of microphones and sub-arrays.

The filtered microphone signals are grouped following their sub-array structure. Thus, instead of implementing one

simple Delay-and-Sum of 52 microphones, there are four Delay-and- Sum operations in parallel for the 4, 8, 16 and 24

microphones.

Only the Delay-and-Sum beamforming block linked to an active sub-array is enabled. The remaining not active

beamformers are set to zero in order to avoid any negative impact on the beamforming operation.

Consequently, any sub-array can be disabled, which directly deactivate the related filter and beamforming

components, which is expected to have a direct impact over the power consumption.

A Scalable Architecture

The resource consumption is determined by the number

of microphones further than the combined sub-arrays.

The flexibility of our architecture allows the creation of

heterogeneous source-sound locators.

The architecture can be scaled for small FPGAs based

on the target sound-source profile or a particular

desirable power consumption.

For instance, the combination of the two inner sub-

arrays would use 12 microphones while consuming less

than 10% of the available resources.

Resource Consumption

Figure 3: The waterfall diagrams show the power output of the combined sub-arrays in all directions and for all frequencies. The left

figure depicts the frequency response when combining the two most inner sub-arrays. The middle figure shows the response by also

combining the sub-array 3, which is composed by 16 microphones. The right figure shows the frequency response when combining all

sub-arrays. The values are normalized to 1.

Table I: Resource consumption and maximum frequency when

combining sub-arrays. The target FPGA is a Zynq 7020.
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Figure 2: The output of each microphone in an array is shifted

and then added to amplify sound signals arriving from a specific

direction.

Figure 1: Our Sound-source localization device is composed of

52 MEMS microphones distributed in 4 sub-arrays.
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The scalable approach in our design allows to vary the

microphone array response based on performance or

power efficiency.

Nevertheless, this is only our first scalable and

reconfigurable approach and several tasks such as power

analysis or acoustic measurements under realistic

conditions must still be explored.

Conclusion and Future Work
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